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GUIDING THINKING  
FOR EFFECTIVE SPELLING
‘Developing a word-conscious classroom’

Guiding Thinking for Effective Spelling Second Edition 
explains practical ways to assess students’ spelling needs, 
and how to implement a consistent, supportive spelling 
approach across the whole school at all primary levels. 

This comprehensive teacher resource reflects the 
authors’ latest research and ideas trialled within  
classrooms, equipping educators with the tools to 
teach spelling with confidence. The new chapters  
include ideas for developing a word-conscious  
classroom, guiding students’ strategic thinking  
about spelling and actively recording students’  
learning through the use of Word Study Notebooks.

Learning activities demonstrate ways to explicitly  
teach the five key spelling strategies, and provide 
prompts for teachers to encourage students to  
recall and use the strategies when writing or 
learning new words.

Features

The five key spelling strategies

• Expanded content on implementing a  
whole-school approach to spelling, guiding 
students’ strategic thinking about spelling and 
actively recording students’ learning through 
the use of Word Study Notebooks. 

• Revised and expanded learning activities 
demonstrating ways to teach the five key 
spelling strategies.

• Explores the idea that spelling is an  
engaging inquiry process, which needs to  
be implemented across the whole school 
community.  

NEW 
EDITION!

Available 
October 

2017

GUIDING THINKING FOR EFFECTIVE SPELLING

9780170414197

• Innovative and engaging student resources that offer complete curriculum coverage,  
written to the Australian Curriculum and State Curricula.

• Comprehensive and valuable teacher resources based on the latest research  
and best practice.

• Digital solutions for a digital classroom.
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PM Handwriting for Queensland is a carefully sequenced 
handwriting program for Prep to 6, designed to enable  
students to master a fluent, legible and automatic  
handwriting style. The series provides instruction for  
correct letter formation and joining techniques in the 
Queensland Beginner’s Alphabet and Queensland  
Modern Cursive scripts. 

The workbooks feature:
• PM high-frequency words

• favourite characters, themes and topics  
from the PM readers

• purposeful digital extension activities accessed  
via QR codes.

Each workbook contains digital handwriting extension  
activities that focus on well-known PM characters, themes 
and topics, appropriate to student age.  

Each digital activity provides users with the option to print 
paper with Queensland red and blue writing lines, suitable 
for the year level, enabling students to further practise their 
handwriting while developing their literacy skills. 

The digital activities: 
• can be accessed via QR code or a short link 

• can be used on an IWB for whole-class teaching 

• allow for differentiation.

PM HANDWRITING  
for  QUEENSL AND
‘Putting handwriting back into literacy’ 

Digital extension activities 

Scan the  
QR code to  
view sample 

pages

PM Handwriting for Queensland 2

PM Handwriting for Queensland P

PM HANDWRITING IN PRACTICE

PM Handwriting for Queensland – Prep, Anti-clockwise letters
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Anti-clockwise letters Anti-clockwise letters 

Trace and copy. 

 c  c  c
C  C  C

Trace and copy.

came   came   came

Toytown racing car 

came down the hill. 

carrot
Start at the red dot. Follow the arrow. 

Track.

Trace and copy.

 c c c c c c
C C C C C C
Find c.

body letter

4544

get.ga/PMWA11

Shaded ‘head, body 
and tail’ character 

Large-format models  
to demonstrate accurate 

formation of letters in the 
Queensland Beginner’s 

Alphabet script

Illustration featuring 
favourite characters 
from the PM series 

Posture, paper 
position and pencil 

grip instruction 

Patterning exercises 
to find the letter and 

colour the wedge

Frequent track, trace, 
copy and colouring-in 

opportunities

CC Sentences  
incorporating PM  

high-frequency words  
to trace and copy

Purposeful literacy 
extension activities 
accessible through  

QR codes

Alignment with 
Australian Curriculum: 

English

goo.gl/UiZRuk
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PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND 4

9780170403900
Available November 2017

PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND 5

9780170403917
Available January 2018

PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND 6

9780170403924
Available April 2018

PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND P

9780170403863
PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND 1

9780170403870
PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND 2

9780170403887
PM HANDWRITING FOR QUEENSLAND 3

9780170403894
Available September 2017

A targeted teacher observation guide can 
be found at the back of each workbook.  
The guide acts as a checklist to ensure 
students have mastered the handwriting 
skills at their year level. Teachers have  
the opportunity to provide feedback for 
parents and other teachers to view. 

A personalised certificate of completion 
acknowledging the students’ work can be  
downloaded via QR code and printed.

Recording Student Progress

Student Books
Teacher observation guideCertificate of completion

A targeted 
teacher 

observation 
guide

BOOK 3
THEME: PEOPLE AT WORK

9780170123723

BOOK 4
THEME: TOOLS WE USE

9780170123730

BOOK 5
THEME: SPORT AND EXERCISE

9780170123747

QUEENSL AND’S  
HANDWRITING MADE EASY

The Queensland’s Handwriting Made Easy student books 
have been developed from guidelines contained in The 
Teaching of Handwriting – a Handbook and The Teaching 
of Handwriting in Years 4 to 7. These workbooks have been 
written around themes relating to key learning areas in the 
curriculum.

Letters are introduced in family clusters of joins, exits and 
movements. The exercises encourage students to track, 
trace or copy letters and text. Words, sentences and stories 
in various text types are modelled using the Queensland 
Beginner’s Alphabet and Queensland Modern Cursive 
scripts.

Each Queensland’s Handwriting Made Easy workbook  
contains:

• a slope card to help students maintain the required  
10˚ slope of cursive handwriting

• a skills checklist, for parents and teachers to assess  
student progress in handwriting. 

BOOK 1
THEME: ANIMAL FRIENDS

9780170123709

BOOK 2
THEME: HOW WE MOVE

9780170123716

Student Books

58 59

LabellingSentences

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise

Practise Colour your circles!
Needs work
Good
Always correct

YaÇ¢ìàçÜ ií aç¸ e≤áàãÄëµìàçÜ açÉ¸

fÁç¸ wµìÑ¨˛ spo∆»¸ té be˝ e®âoÕeù¸.

AcÆàïπ˝ spo∆»ípe©ƒlÑ˝ nÑûù¸ té geÆ¸

lé»í o∫ˇ slÑû™ beü·∆π˝ táÑ≥ c©¡èeÆÑ˝.

Aa¸ Bb Cc˝ Dd¸ Ee˝ Ffˇ Gg Hh¸ Ii¸

Jj Kk¸ Ll¸ Mm¸ Nn¸ Oo Pp Qq

Rr˛ Ss Tt¸ Uu¸ Vv˛ Ww˛ Xx¸ Yy Zz

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Match names to the equipment, then label each item.

pick     football     helmet

bat     target     goal

Book 5 – Theme: Sport and Exercise
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PM Handwriting for New South Wales is a carefully  
sequenced handwriting program for Kindergarten to 6, 
designed to enable students to master a fluent,  
legible and automatic handwriting style. The series  
provides instruction for correct letter formation  
and joining techniques in the New South Wales 
Foundation Style.

The workbooks feature:
• PM high-frequency words

• favourite characters, themes and topics  
from the PM readers

• purposeful digital extension activities accessed  
via QR codes.

Each workbook contains digital handwriting extension  
activities that focus on well-known PM characters, themes 
and topics, appropriate to student age.  

Each digital activity provides users with the option to print 
paper writing lines, suitable for the year level, enabling  
students to further practise their handwriting while  
developing their literacy skills.  

The digital activities: 
• can be accessed via QR code or a short link 

• can be used on an IWB for whole-class teaching 

• allow for differentiation.

PM HANDWRITING  
for  NEW SOUTH WALES
‘Putting handwriting back into literacy’ 

Digital extension activities 

Scan the  
QR code to  
view sample 

pages

PM Handwriting for New South Wales K

Monkey said to Little Teddy, 
“_______, catch the ball.”

“That looks like _______ !” 
said Rabbit.

fun

Quick

PM HANDWRITING IN PRACTICE

9

PM Handwriting for New South Wales – K, Clockwise letters

PM Handwriting for New South Wales K

Illustrations linked 
phonetically to the  

focus letter
Patterning exercise

Track, trace, copy 
and colouring in 

opportunities

Posture, paper 
position and pencil 

grip instruction 

Level-appropriate PM 
high-frequency words

Large-format models  
to demonstrate accurate 

formation of letters in the 
NSW Beginner’s Alphabet 

script

Shaded ‘head, body 
and tail’ character 

goo.gl/UiZRuk
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4

Deborah 
Davis

NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting

Deborah 
Davis

5
NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting

Deborah 
Davis

6
NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting

K
K

Deborah 
Davis

NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting

Deborah 
Davis

NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting 2

Deborah 
Davis

NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting

Deborah 
Davis

3
NSW Foundation Style
Handwriting

A targeted teacher observation guide can 
be found at the back of each workbook.  
The guide acts as a checklist to ensure  
students have mastered the handwriting 
skills at their year level. Teachers have  
the opportunity to provide feedback for 
parents and other teachers to view. 

A personalised certificate of completion 
acknowledging the students’ work can be  
downloaded via a QR code and printed off.

Student Books Teacher Observation Guide

Write your name in your best handwriting.  
Ask your teacher to sign your certificate for you.

Congratulations  
to

for completing  
PM Handwriting K 

NSW Foundation Style.

Comment:

Signed:  

Date:  

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW 4

9780170416924
Available 2018

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW 5

9780170416931
Available 2018

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW 6

9780170416948
Available 2018

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW K

9780170416887
Available October 2017

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW 1

9780170416894

Available December 2017

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW 2

9780170416900
Available January 2018

PM HANDWRITING FOR 
NSW 3

9780170416917
Available 2018

PM  
Handwriting  

Victoria  
Beginner’s  
Alphabet

Year 1

2
PM  

Handwriting  
Victoria 
Modern 
Cursive
Year 2

3
PM  

Handwriting  
Victoria 
Modern 
Cursive
Year 3

4
PM  

Handwriting  
Victoria 
Modern 
Cursive
Year 4

5
PM  

Handwriting  
Victoria 
Modern 
Cursive
Year 5

6
PM  

Handwriting  
Victoria 
Modern 
Cursive
Year 6

PM  
Handwriting  

Victoria  
Beginner’s  
Alphabet

Prep

P

A COMPREHENSIVE HANDWRITING PROGRAM FOR VICTORIA

PM  
HANDWRITING 

for 
VICTORIA

COMING IN 2018

A targeted 
teacher 

observation 
guide

Certificate of completion

Recording Student Progress
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NELSON MATHS:  
VICTORIAN CURRICULUM
‘Introduce, build and consolidate maths skills’

Year 2 Student Book, Unit 31, Solving Problems

Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum is the latest  
edition in the Nelson Maths series, written  
specifically to address the newest content of the 
Victorian Curriculum with an emphasis on providing 
differentiated teaching instruction in the classroom.

The series comprises Student Books, Teacher’s  
Resource Books with digital resources on USB, as 
well as a suite of other teaching resources including 
Big Books and Building Mental Strategies Books.

Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum features:

• complete curriculum coverage for Foundation to 
Year 6.

• three lessons per unit description to introduce, 
build and consolidate student skills and knowledge.

• comprehensive support for the algorithms and  
coding strands in the Victorian Curriculum.

• ongoing assessment tools enabling teachers to 
track student progress.

Teacher’s Resources

Each Teacher’s Resource Book provides between 30 and 35 
units covering the Victorian Curriculum. Designed to aid 
teachers in planning and implementating the Victorian 
Curriculum every step of the way, the books feature:

• Assessment Task Cards (with linking Targeted Assessment 
Task Cards)

• Tests A and B

• Assessment and Planning BLMs

• a USB containing Nelson Teaching Objects (NTOs),  
all BLMs, Tests, Answers (Year 3 and up) and Assessment 
Task Cards as printable PDFs.

At the beginning of each unit, the following are listed: 

• the link to the Victorian Curriculum content strand, 
content descriptions and code for that unit

• maths language: the vocabulary the teacher models and 
uses in his or her teaching, and the language students are 
encouraged to use.

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 4
9780170416825

Available September 2017

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 5
9780170416832

Available September 2017

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 6
9780170416849

Available September 2017

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK F
9780170416788

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 1
9780170416795

Available September 2017

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 2
9780170416801

Available September 2017

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 3
9780170413818

Available September 2017

Student Books + Teacher’s Resource Books

STUDENT BOOK 4
9780170416740

Available September 2017

STUDENT BOOK 5
9780170416757

Available September 2017

STUDENT BOOK 6
9780170416764

Available September 2017

STUDENT BOOK F
9780170416702

STUDENT BOOK 1
9780170416719

STUDENT BOOK 2
9780170416726

STUDENT BOOK 3
9780170416733

Available September 2017
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NELSON MATHS:  
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM F–6

Australian Curriculum: Mathematics content strand, 
content descriptions and code for the unit.

One Student Assessment page per unit.

Three pages of activities for each unit  
(one Student Book page per Lesson Plan).

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum is specifically 
crafted to give teachers the flexibility they need in 
implementing the Australian Curriculum: 
Mathematics and to cater for differing classrooms 
and student needs.

The series comprises Student Books, Teacher’s 
Resource Books with two CD-ROMs – 
Reproducible Resources and Nelson Teaching 
Objects – for years F–6, and a 6+ Extension Tasks 
Teacher’s Resource. The program provides between  
30 and 35 units of work for each year level, with 
each unit of work divided into three Lesson Plans. 

The Lesson Plans cater to students’ different 
learning styles and diverse needs. Teachers are 
provided with a variety of opportunities to assess 
their students’ understanding for future planning 
and learning.

The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum series:

• offer complete curriculum coverage

• provide open-ended and stimulating tasks, 
allowing students to work at their appropriate 
developmental level

• embed differentiation in the classroom, allowing 
teachers to readily meet the needs of individual 
students and/or groups of students

• develop students’ mental computation skills

• integrate Information and Communication  
Technology (ICT)

• provide ongoing assessment and opportunities 
for a variety of assessment types.

Overview

STUDENT BOOK 4
9780170227698

STUDENT BOOK 5
9780170227704

STUDENT BOOK 6
9780170227711

STUDENT BOOK F
9780170227650

STUDENT BOOK 1
9780170227667

STUDENT BOOK 2
9780170227674

STUDENT BOOK 3
9780170227681

The Student Books feature engaging tasks that 
students can complete independently, ensuring 
core mathematical skills are developed while 
learning and understanding is achieved.

Each Student Book features:

• three pages of activities for each unit (one 
Student Book page per Lesson Plan)

• one Student Assessment page per unit

• the linking Australian Curriculum: Mathematics 
content strand, content descriptions and code 
for that unit

• a glossary of mathematical terms.

Student Books

Student Book Year 2

Student Book Year 2, maths glossary

‘Introduce, build and consolidate maths skills’
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Teacher’s Resource Book

The Teacher’s Resouce Book is a valuable teaching tool  
for every teacher. Designed to aid teachers’ planning and 
implementation of the curriculum each step of the way,  
the books feature:

• Assessment Task Cards (with linking Targeted  
Assessment Task Cards)

• Tests A and B

• Assessment and Planning BLMs

• a CD-ROM containing all NTOs, all BLMs, Tests, 
Answers (Year 3 and up) and Assessment Task Cards  
as printable PDFs.

At the beginning of each unit the following are listed: 

• the link to the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics  
content strand, content descriptions and code for that unit

• maths language: the vocabulary the teacher models and 
uses in his or her teaching, and the language students are 
encouraged to use.

HD Requires Adobe® Reader® & Adobe® AIR® to view files†

Nelson Maths NTO 4.8: Thermometer

Nelson Teaching Objects and Learning Objects

The desired teaching combination of both print and digital 
resources to optimise student learning is offered with Nelson 
Maths: Australian Curriculum. Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) is deliberately integrated 
into the program, with Nelson Teaching Objects (NTOs) 
– fully updated and some newly created – provided for use 
on interactive whiteboards and individual computers. 

The NTOs:

• illustrate mathematical concepts explicitly

• engage students actively in their own learning

• scaffold student learning

• require students to use their mathematical  
understandings in an engaging and meaningful context.

Also referred to are the pedagogically sound, interactive  
Learning Objects (LOs) created by Education Services 
Australia. These are incorporated in Independent Tasks in 
the unit Lesson Plans.

Suitable for:

ComputerInteractive 
Whiteboard

Data  
Projector

• Windows® XP, 
Windows® 7 and above

• Mac OS X 10.6.8 and below, 
Mac OS X 10.7.0 and above

†Visit www.adobe.com/downloads

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 4
9780170227766

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 5
9780170227773

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 6
9780170227780

EXTENSION TASK RESOURCE BOOK  6+
9780170233798

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK F
9780170227728

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK1
9780170227735

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 2
9780170227742

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 3
9780170227759

BUILDING MENTAL STRATEGIES 
SKILL BOOK 3

9780170370561

ISBN: 978-0170370561

9 780170 370561

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 

3
3

Skill Book

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Skill Book

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Skill Book

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary. 3
3

Skill Book

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that they 
can utilise in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building Mental 
Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step instructions 
and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each student’s progress 
in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains the mental strategy being 
developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ expands the strategy and skills being taught and provides students 
with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy 
in a different context.

Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170370578

9 780170 370578

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Skill Book

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 

4
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN AUSTRALIAN

CURRICULUM
AUSTRALIAN

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary. 4

Skill Book
4

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that they 
can utilise in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building Mental 
Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step instructions 
and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each student’s progress 
in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains the mental strategy being 
developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ expands the strategy and skills being taught and provides students 
with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy 
in a different context.

Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

BUILDING MENTAL STRATEGIES 
SKILL BOOK 4

9780170370578
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.
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Skill Book

Pauline Rogers

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that they 
can utilise in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building Mental 
Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step instructions 
and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each student’s progress 
in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains the mental strategy being 
developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ expands the strategy and skills being taught and provides students 
with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy 
in a different context.

Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

ISBN: 978-0170227681

9 780170 227681
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Skill Book

Glenda Bradley

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that will 
work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building 
Mental Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step 
instructions and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each 
student’s progress in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains step-by-step the mental 
strategy being developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the 
strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ has been designed to expand the strategy and skills being taught and to 
provide students with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy in a 
different context. 

• Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.
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6
Skill Book

Pauline Rogers

For students to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies that they 
can utilise in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum Building Mental 
Strategies Skill Books support the development of these strategies. Step-by-step instructions 
and well-designed activities provide the essential building blocks for each student’s progress 
in mathematics.

The 34 units in each Skill Book cover the mental strategies found in Counting, Place Value, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Each unit is divided into three sections:

•  The first section introduces the focus of the lesson and explains the mental strategy being 
developed. Activities provide students with an opportunity to practise the strategy.

•  ‘Taking it Further’ expands the strategy and skills being taught and provides students 
with more of a challenge.

•  ‘Solve the Problem!’ provides students with an opportunity to use the learned strategy 
in a different context.

Each Skill Book:
• is linked to the Australian Curriculum
• comes with a pull-out Answers section
• has an informative and comprehensive Glossary.

BUILDING MENTAL STRATEGIES 
SKILL BOOK 6

9780170370592
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oundation

Anne Giulieri & Jay Dale

F

ISBN 978-0170251518

9 780170 251518

Nelson 
Maths

For young children to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies  
that will work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths Building Mental Strategies  
Big Books support children in their first, second and third years of school in the development  
of these strategies. Teachers and children will enjoy the large format while exploring the  
mental strategies found in:

• Counting 
• Place Value 
• Addition 
• Subtraction 

The strategies explored in the Foundation Big Book include counting on, counting back, subitising,  
facts to 10, make/bridge to 10, part/part whole of numbers, patterns, commutative law,  
sequencing and ordinal number. 

Features of the Big Books:
•	 colourful	and	stimulating	illustrations
•	 well-set-out	and	easy-to-follow	diagrams
•	 the	Teaching	Focus	appears	at	the	base	of	each	spread
•	 step-by-step	Teaching	Notes	with	key	focus	questions.

Teaching	Notes	can	be	downloaded	in	PDF	form	and	printed	 
by visiting www.nelsonprimary.com.au

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Nelson 
Maths

Year

Anne Giulieri & Jay Dale

1Nelson 
Maths

For young children to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies  
that will work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths Building Mental Strategies  
Big Books support children in their first, second and third years of school in the development  
of these strategies. Teachers and children will enjoy the large format while exploring the  
mental strategies found in:

• Counting 
• Place Value 
• Addition 
• Subtraction 

The strategies explored in the Year 1 Big Book include counting on, counting back, facts to 10/100, make/bridge 
to 10, doubles, part/part whole of numbers, number patterns and commutative law.

Features of the Big Books:
•	 colourful	and	stimulating	illustrations
•	 well-set-out	and	easy-to-follow	diagrams
•	 the	Teaching	Focus	appears	at	the	base	of	each	spread
•	 step-by-step	Teaching	Notes	with	key	focus	questions.

Teaching	Notes	can	be	downloaded	in	PDF	form	and	printed	 
by visiting www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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9 780170 251525For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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Nelson 
Maths

Anne Giulieri & Jay Dale

Year 2

For young children to feel successful in mathematics, they need sound mental strategies  
that will work for them in a variety of contexts. The Nelson Maths Building Mental Strategies  
Big Books support children in their first, second and third years of school in the development  
of these strategies. Teachers and children will enjoy the large format while exploring the  
mental strategies found in:

• Counting 
• Place Value 
• Addition 
• Subtraction 
• Simple Multiplication

The strategies explored in the Year 2 Big Book include counting on, counting back, counting down to, counting 
up to, subtracting 9/11, facts to 100, make/bridge to 10, near doubles, part/part whole of numbers, number 
patterns and commutative law.

Features of the Big Books:
•	 colourful	and	stimulating	illustrations
•	 well-set-out	and	easy-to-follow	diagrams
•	 the	Teaching	Focus	appears	at	the	base	of	each	spread
•	 step-by-step	Teaching	Notes	with	key	focus	questions.

Teaching	Notes	can	be	downloaded	in	PDF	form	and	printed	 
by visiting www.nelsonprimary.com.au

Nelson 
Maths

ISBN 978-0170251532

9 780170 251532For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au 
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BUILDING MENTAL STRATEGIES F
9780170251518

BUILDING MENTAL STRATEGIES 1
9780170251525

BUILDING MENTAL STRATEGIES 2
9780170251532

Teacher’s Resources

The Building  
Mental Strategies 
Big Books and 
Building Mental 
Strategies Skill 
Books can be used 
in conjunction with 
any Nelson Maths 
series.
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NELSON MATHS: AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM NSW K–6

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum NSW supports 
the implementation of the NSW Mathematics K–6 
Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum.

The Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum NSW 
program provides between 30 and 33 units of work 
for each year level, with each unit of work divided 
into three Lesson Plans. Providing flexibility, the 
Lesson Plans cater to students’ different learning 
styles and diverse needs. Teachers are provided with 
a variety of opportunities to assess their students’ 
understanding for future planning and learning.

Student Books

Teacher’s Resource Book

Each Student Book features:

• three pages of activities for each unit (one Student Book page per Lesson Plan)

• one Student Assessment page per unit

• the linking Mathematics K–10 Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum content strand, content descriptions and code

• a glossary of mathematical terms.

The Teacher’s Resource Book is a valuable teaching tool  
for every teacher. Designed to aid teachers’ planning and 
implementation of the curriculum each step of the way,  
it features:

• Assessment Task Cards (with linking Targeted  
Assessment Task Cards)

• Tests A and B

• Assessment and Planning BLMs

• a CD-ROM containing all NTOs, all BLMs, Tests, 
Answers (Year 3 and up) and Assessment Task Cards  
as printable PDFs.

At the beginning of each unit, the following are listed: 

• the link to the NSW Mathematics K–6 Syllabus content 
strand, content descriptions and code for that unit

• maths language: the vocabulary the teacher models and 
uses in his or her teaching, and the language students are 
encouraged to use.

Three pages of activities for each unit  
(one Student Book page per Lesson Plan).

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 4
9780170352987

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 5
9780170352994

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 6
9780170353007

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK K
9780170352949

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 1
9780170352956

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 2
9780170352963

TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK 3
9780170352970

STUDENT BOOK 4
9780170352901

STUDENT BOOK 5
9780170352918

STUDENT BOOK 6
9780170352925

STUDENT BOOK K
9780170352864

STUDENT BOOK 1
9780170352871

STUDENT BOOK 2
9780170352888

STUDENT BOOK 3
9780170352895

Student Books and Teacher’s Resource Books
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES

All entries reviewed and 
brought up to date

Updated diagrams and 
illustrations to appeal to  
a new generation of students.

❏ ✓

❏ ✓

9780170129046

9780170188609

Resource
Book

for 
Primary Students

New Edition

Esme Ettershank with Robyn Conlin

En
gl
ish

English

14

When comparing two nouns, add ‘-er’ to the adjective or use ‘more’ (for longer words).
This puzzle is easier than the last one we tried .

A diamond is more precious than a topaz .

When comparing more than two things, add ‘-est’ to the adjective or use ‘most’ (for 
longer words).

This stick is the shortest of them all .

Melissa was voted the most popular person in the class .

Some adjectives form irregular comparisons.
bad → worse → worst,   many → more → most,   good → better → best

Some adjectives cannot form comparisons.
perfect, empty, full, unique

Verbs

A verb is an action word. A sentence must contain at least one verb.

A verb can tell how something is done (a ‘doing’ word).
The jet flew across the sky .

A verb can show a state of being (‘being’ words: am, are, is, was, were, be, been, being).
Tanya is a good swimmer .

A verb can show ownership (‘having’ words: has, had, have, having).
Jonathan has many marbles .

While many of the ‘being’ and ‘having’ words can be verbs on their own, they are often 
used with another verb to form a compound verb. When they are used this way, they 
are called ‘auxiliary verbs’.

The bees are swarming around the hive .

The boys have found the missing football .

They have been swimming in the pool .

The children can follow the track through the forest .

Adverbs

An adverb is a word that adds meaning to a verb by telling how, when or where 
something is done. It can also add meaning to adjective or another adverb.

The old man ate slowly . (how)

Our cousins arrived yesterday . (when)

The kitten scampered upstairs . (where)

Resource Book_sb_99287_txt.indd   14 19/03/13   2:51 PM

My PM Word Book

Resource Book for Primary Students

Reading Plus Comprehension

My PM Word Book has been designed  
primarily for 5–8 year-olds. It is  
comprised of three sections: alphabetical 
lists of words, thematic lists of words and 
personal spelling lists.

My PM Word Book assists students to:

•  access many of the words commonly 
used in their writing

•  develop early dictionary skills

•  improve spelling proficiency

•  write freely and fluently by improving 
their word knowledge process

•  take greater responsibility for editing 
their own writing.

The Resource Book for Primary Students is a comprehensive reference 
book for students in middle to upper primary school. The book provides  
a toolbox of essential reference information and key facts to support 
students’ learning curriculum-wide, covering the areas of English, 
Mathematics, Science and History/Australian Studies. 

Homework Tonight

Reading Plus Comprehension

BOOK 1 9780170123006 BOOK 5 9780170123044

BOOK 2 9780170123013 BOOK 6 9780170123051

BOOK 3 9780170123020 BOOK 7 9780170123068

BOOK 4 9780170123037

Homework Tonight

BOOK K 9780170973977 BOOK 4 9780170973656

BOOK 1 9780170973892 BOOK 5 9780170973571

BOOK 2 9780170973816 BOOK 6 9780170973496

BOOK 3 9780170973731

Homework Tonight is a practical resource for  
students, parents and teachers, containing  
engaging homework activities. The book contains 
reading and writing activities, spelling activities, 
word-usage activities and maths activities. 

A description of activities for each subject area is 
provided at the front of each book, so parents and 
teachers can quickly appreciate the range  
of activities offered.  

Reading Plus Comprehension is a series of seven  
workbooks designed to develop student reading  
and comprehension skills, and to bring meaning  
and understanding to language and writing at a 
personal level. 

Units are themed and linked to the key learning  
areas of the curriculum. Specific attention is  
given to the selection of text types and activities  
associated with understanding text, enabling  
students to write for a variety of purposes.  
Each book contains a full set of answers and  
a checklist for key learning areas.
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ISBN TITLE PRICE

HANDWRITING

QUEENSLAND

9780170403863 PM Handwriting QLD Prep NEW! $14.95

9780170403870 PM Handwriting QLD 1 NEW! $14.95

9780170403887 PM Handwriting QLD 2 NEW! $14.95

9780170403894 PM Handwriting QLD 3 NEW! $14.95

9780170403900 PM Handwriting QLD 4 NEW! $14.95

9780170403917 PM Handwriting QLD 5 NEW! $14.95

9780170403924 PM Handwriting QLD 6 NEW! $14.95

9780170123709 Queensland's Handwriting Made Easy 1 $12.95

9780170123716 Queensland's Handwriting Made Easy 2 $12.95

9780170123723 Queensland's Handwriting Made Easy 3 $12.95

9780170123730 Queensland's Handwriting Made Easy 4 $12.95

9780170123747 Queensland's Handwriting Made Easy 5 $12.95

NEW SOUTH WALES

9780170416887 PM Handwriting NSW K NEW! $14.95

9780170416894 PM Handwriting NSW 1 NEW! $14.95

9780170416900 PM Handwriting NSW 2 NEW! $14.95

9780170416917 PM Handwriting NSW 3 NEW! $14.95

9780170416924 PM Handwriting NSW 4 NEW! $14.95

9780170416931 PM Handwriting NSW 5 NEW! $14.95

9780170416948 PM Handwriting NSW 6 NEW! $14.95

9780170128681
Nelson New Syllabus Handwriting For 

NSW K**
$13.95

MATHEMATICS

VICTORIA

9780170416702
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book F NEW!
$14.95

9780170416719
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book 1 NEW!
$14.95

9780170416726
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book 2 NEW!
$14.95

9780170416733
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book 3 NEW!
$15.95

9780170416740
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book 4 NEW!
$15.95

9780170416757
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book 5 NEW!
$15.95

9780170416764
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 

Student Book 6 NEW!
$15.95

9780170416788
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum F 

Teacher's Resource Book  + USB NEW!
$99.95

9780170416795
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 1 

Teacher's Resource Book + USB NEW!
$99.95

9780170416801
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 2 

Teacher's Resource Book + USB NEW!
$99.95

9780170416818
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 3 

Teacher's Resource Book + USB NEW!
$99.95

ISBN TITLE PRICE

MATHEMATICS CONTINUED

VICTORIA CONTINUED

9780170416825
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 4 

Teacher's Resource Book + USB NEW!
$99.95

9780170416832
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 5 

Teacher's Resource Book + USB NEW!
$99.95

9780170416849
Nelson Maths: Victorian Curriculum 6 

Teacher's Resource Book + USB NEW!
$99.95

NATIONAL

9780170227650
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book Foundation
$14.95

9780170227667
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book 1
$14.95

9780170227674
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book 2
$14.95

9780170227681
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book 3
$15.95

9780170227698
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book 4
$15.95

9780170227704
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book 5
$15.95

9780170227711
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Student Book 6
$15.95

9780170227728

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book Foundation 

CD*

$99.95

9780170227735
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book 1 CD*
$99.95

9780170227742
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book 2 CD*
$99.95

9780170227759
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book 3 CD*
$99.95

9780170227766
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book 4 CD*
$99.95

9780170227773
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book 5 CD*
$99.95

9780170227780
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

Teacher's Resource Book 6 CD*
$99.95

9780170233798
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 6+ 

Extension Task Resource Book
$69.95

9780170251518
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Big Book Foundation
$66.95

9780170251525
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Big Book 1
$66.95

9780170251532
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Big Book 2
$66.95

9780170370561
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Skill Books 3
$12.50

9780170370578
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Skill Books 4
$12.50

ENGLISH

9780170129046 My PM Word Book $7.95

9780170195232 My New Book of Words QLD 1 $10.45

9780170195249 My New Book of Words QLD 2 $10.45

9780170188586 My New Book of Words NSW 1 $10.45

9780170188593 My New Book of Words NSW 2 $10.45

9780170123006 Reading Plus Comprehension  1 $13.95

9780170123013 Reading Plus Comprehension  2 $13.95

ISBN TITLE PRICE

MATHEMATICS CONTINUED

NATIONAL CONTINUED

9780170370585
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Skill Books 5
$12.50

9780170370592
Nelson Maths: Building Mental  

Strategies Skill Books 6
$12.50

NEW SOUTH WALES

9780170352864
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book Kinder
$14.95

9780170352871
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book 1
$14.95

9780170352888
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book 2
$14.95

9780170352895
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book 3
$15.95

9780170352901
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book 4
$15.95

9780170352918
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book 5
$15.95

9780170352925
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Student Book 6
$15.95

9780170352949

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 

Kinder CD*

$99.95

9780170352956
Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 1 CD*
$99.95

9780170352963

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 2 

CD*

$99.95

9780170352970

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 3 

CD*

$99.95

9780170352987

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 4 

CD*

$99.95

9780170352994

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 5 

CD*

$99.95

9780170353007

Nelson Maths: Australian Curriculum 

NSW K–6 Teacher's Resource Book 6 

CD*

$99.95

ISBN TITLE PRICE

ENGLISH CONTINUED

9780170123020 Reading Plus Comprehension  3 $13.95

9780170123037 Reading Plus Comprehension  4 $13.95

9780170123044 Reading Plus Comprehension  5 $13.95

9780170123051 Reading Plus Comprehension  6 $13.95

9780170123068 Reading Plus Comprehension  7 $13.95

9780170116350 Comprehension Made Easy Book 1 $13.95

9780170116367 Comprehension Made Easy Book 2 $13.95

9780170116374 Comprehension Made Easy Book 3 $13.95

9780170116381 Comprehension Made Easy Book 4 $13.95

9780170116398 Comprehension Made Easy Book 5 $13.95

9780170117357 Comprehension Made Easy Book 6 $13.95

9780170117456 English Now Kinder $15.90

9780170117432 English Now Book 1 $15.90

9780170116305 English Now Book 2 $15.90

9780170116312 English Now Book 3 $15.90

9780170116329 English Now Book 4 $15.90

9780170116336 English Now Book 5 $15.90

9780170117449 English Now Book 6 $15.90

9781921228179 Literacy Challenges BLM $36.95

SPELLING

9780170414197
Guiding Thinking for Effective Spelling 

2E NEW!
$39.95

9780170118668 Sounds & Spelling Kinder** $14.95

9780170118644 Sounds & Spelling Book 1** $14.95

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

9781742005591 Connecting with Geography $42.95

9781742005423 Connecting with History $42.95

9781742005485 Activate Inquiry $36.95

HOMEWORK / ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

9780170188609 Resource Book for Primary Students $13.95

9780170973977 Homework Tonight K Rev $13.95

9780170973892 Homework Tonight 1 Rev $13.95

9780170973816 Homework Tonight 2 Rev $13.95

9780170973731 Homework Tonight 3 Rev $13.95

9780170973656 Homework Tonight 4 Rev $13.95

9780170973571 Homework Tonight 5 Rev $13.95

9780170973496 Homework Tonight 6 Rev $13.95

9780170327251 Improving Student Achievement $42.00

L.O.T.E

9781863666831 Lai Wan Youxi Chinese Language Games $39.95

9781863667913 Asobo Manabo Japanese Language Games $39.95

9781863666824 Ayo Bermain Indonesian Language Games $39.95

9781863667173 Joozu! Activities for Beginners Teacher 

Resource

$19.95

** While stocks last.
***  Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change. Offer valid until 31/03/2018.
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